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CHAPTER I: , INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
I 







--------- --------------- - -- -----------------------------~--------· 
:Lr \~'' 
- .. . 
l The following thesis is presented to the Graduate Faculty of Lehigh 
-! , 
-- ------ --- ---------~------- --- I~] 
j University as the coIDPletion of the author•,. Graduate study in Industrial -- ----~------r 
r 
I 
Engineering. It is the profound desire of the writer that this presenta-
tion' wiu accouq>H.sh a multiple purpose. First, the author wishes that ,·· ' ( l 
~... .. ~~--·· -· .. ,'.:"-,.,.._J _. - -- . ·-:- '·-·· - -- . 






that some reader will use this ·work as a bas.is· for further study of the 
problem at hand. It is also this author's desire that the reader will be 
able to use the methods found here, in other phases of experimental re-
search and analysis. 
• 
It is important to become immediately famtliar with the stated pur-
poses of this presentaticm, if you are to understand fully the results -of 
- - -- - --·--- -...... ~ ,-,- -··=·= , .. -- - -- 'l-
] 










stances surround.ing 'the gathering of the data analyzed on .the f-o~lowing· 
• - to 
pages, in order to comprehend exactly what the analyses demo"Qstrate~ 
. ...,,.. .... 
-· I 
These data were gathered by three graduate students under the direction 
of Professor George E. Kane, .of the Lehigh University Industrial 
Engineering Department. A preliminary report, based on a gross analysis 
ment e-f h-i-s--·ad\r"'anced metal cutting theory course. In short, that report 
; ' 
concluded that the results of the original~experiment were negative in 
nature, and that the area of concern demonstrated no real trend or indica-
tion of significant. relationship to the input variables. With the above 
' -- -- --- ----· ---· --·-··--------------------- ------------------·-----· --
- ------- ---------- ~ - - - - •- --- .... --··-·--·-----·-----------
·as a basis, it will be best to explain next the area studied and the 
nature of the desired results. 
,· ~;. 
J,. . -~. '· 
.... 
---- :-- ... ,,_ .--·- ·- . 
' ' .- /_' i: '' :/.•.v',)i:~)i,J,iti)){,~){f}{\\j;{:''}i%ti-i:sil~,tit:-\:iio.t;:;,~. •,: : 
. ',-- .-
-··-
___ . - - -· 
t· ·-




--- - ------- -----~- -- . ----· --· - -··-- - ---
.. ·······-· ---·-· --- .. ----·----···----· ·-·- ·-···--···-··-·· ·-
-------------·"·-----·---··""'V"----.-···---·--·. -----•------·•·--••--- •·•• • ------
I~ follows: "Does the inversion of the cutting.· ~O"Gtl · used in a t~rning 
·· 
______ . ~·~· ·=: T •. ~~~~a qon . h~ve_ Jl _ p;~~~~~c;-~~ . ~J·f~~~ 911 . tM sµrf~:: :~U~hll~s~ ~f !~' ,.,, .,,_-~\.~,:,."."'::;,: 'C'' '' i 
. work?'·' The basis of this- question lies in the consideration of the . I[ 
forces present in a turning operation. Figures 1 and 2, on the next I 




'-page, show the directional distribution of the forces encountered in a 
turning operation. When the tool is inverted, the direction of the 
----·--···-~-- -,--~,..,,, .. --.... -- ----?·----·.-· ,..-._- ... --
\ 
1 normal position. 
' • •, •" •- .•"•• •'--. t· ••"<'"",L\C:-"=·"mTor.'-·_., • .'·,.....,-,..,.....,,•,_.....,,_ --· - .,,..--,·"""'·'·-.• • ·•• "o's • • 
This ,force,~ noted Ft, is acting on the face of the tool, and is 
·normally the larg~st of the three forces encountered in turning. In 
the normal position, the vertical force is directed toward the floor or 
into the supporting members of the machine. Since there is an equal 
.~ .. , ... ·;....,"··'· .. - .. --.,-,- .. -: . .-· - ·-.--- -----.- ..... --- ,- .. --. 
and opposite force on the work piece, there is a tendency for_ the work,· 'Fl· 




- ~ .. ---
--.... ··· -- .-----,,.- .• -:--_::,•,,·,, .. ,,.,- :.-_,.~ -::.-~.· -. •·,,\, \~-...... -. _y.._-~•.-,:--r.,:·.<-~··•'·'-.• -'.,-,._\:"~ 
~-~---- - .,-·-- ·---------:~-:-- . . --
-r-,~··c-=•.;~j:-"'\·.·""'·~·-;· . ..--~-,~---•J_;,;.,.._,·-,·--•-_--,---• --··-.~~~;:.-:--.-.::...s;·-:"';~~,-~--- ~~ '-., ,_ · __ f .. , ') ,>-~._- · ~~~~{~: ; '.,·-,.,.;:.~". ·:. ~.-~ .. :.·., ~ ,-- ·-:-·-~-. -- .__. ~ ,;,,, .. ,· ;-- ~ :.,_ ___ "5' '. <.· .. '··-:~- ;;,., , •• , 
-




the floor. This means that the work piece is being forced down and out 
" 
; . '~ of holding fixtures. In other words, in the regular position· the tool 
post experiences compression, while in the inverted position the tool 
post is in tension. Since the direction of feed is the same in both 
application.~, -~h.e_ l~ngi~lldinal, or feed fo_rce_,_do_es.___not change direction. _ _,,.~.....,...---····"'-,--···"-··---·-. ----
___ .• \· __ --·•o• ··-·-• - •-- - " 
TheEe is no reason to believe that the magnitudes of these forces would ,, 
' 4 
-be~ affected -by the. tbol positi-on-, --so- -it wii~1~be·a·s·sumed that the· forces 
--~ '"I'. , 
- -· "i .- cQAnge only in direction. 
- -·-At this point, the ~riginal question can be amended to read: "Does 
-----e1u~---reversa-1-·--rn ___ drrectiot1 of- the vertical for~e. en,co~~t:;-r~d-·--1~·-·;·--t~~~i~g __ _ 
• 
,· -··-··- ._,. •'-'• 




























































































































































































































··-- . .. ------··· - . - -
--------~ . ---------~~~--------- -
~--~----------- .. ------ -- --. --~ -. '_--. -~-·=·--·- .·-··=----. -~---- '. 
. ;, . -·. --····-;-,~. 
.. - - ···4· -·- .. ·.- -·--·-------·----· . 
. -- . .. . . ... _·---·· -······ :·- .. 
. • I 
. . .. .l_ . .. . 
{ __________ ,. ________ ··--·-:-·---~------op·eTa·ti on ·have·--a···-st gni f t·c-ant·-·eff~c~--orr~he-,-Jsur-f·a c·e r ouglmes s o-£·- ·th-e-··· -------·-
~ . . . . . 
t'hi~ ·thesis. 
- ,. 
• ·~ -·-4. 
-- ·:.. "<.:r· : . . f~ 
It should be noted ·that since there was no equipment available to 









regarding force magnitude had to be made. This would se~m to be a logi-
i -------·- -----------. ----~------ ---eal as sump tien, and t~here is ne ava-i.lable. 1-it~-r-ature whieh wa-uld sugge-st 
1", . ..., 
'.!' J... 
•:;. 
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? f .,. . 
.. 
singular causes ::9f a resultant surface finish. 
/'~ 
What is imp 1 ied, however, t·" 
is that if all the other factors which do contribute to surface finish 
are held constant, the direction of the forces, as applied to bo.th the 
work and tool, may have a significant effect on the surface finish gen-
erated by the operation. 
.!, 
'l!· 
It would seem obvious, therefore, that· the primary intent of this 
a_great extent, but must be slightly .modified by two underlying condi- · 
·tions • First, the original analysis was rough in nature and made no at-
tempt to draw all of the available information out of the data. It is 
-
thig writer's opinion that the additional information contained in the 
---.c~')..~ 
data will add substantially to the complete understanding of the answer 
t·o the question stated previouslJ~· Such informati.on can only be. ex-
tra-ci:ed by means of a more careful an<! thorough analysis than was origi-
nally undertaken. Secondly, the writer· feels that· .there is room for 
\ 
much additional research on this question •. Therefore, this ·thesis· is 
It is hoped that the knowledge gained through the study of this paper 
> 
• ,ri - ··1 
,- .. --;:.·. I" ,I, l' .. 
.. 
> • ' • • -~ • • .. ' ' J 
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CHAPTER 2: EXPBRDIENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 










·The ·experfmeiit discussed-- in this--paper was conducted i-n the ' ~' 1 
. :"8nufac turing Processes Laboratory of .Lehigh Uni y~rs i ~y·' ~ ,!.Il41l.S.t:t;i,tl ., :-..... ,,,oc.·~,",;-,::,;-;c:c·~.i~==-~~· - "' . , , . '.· . .'. ' .,:.;.. - - - ""'r M •• .,, •• __ , •• -,::-,;._:·~·-·.-:- -. ••,. ·-<:~-. ,3"(., - . - -.-~::::--$'. - -- . ~·-,---- •• -.. - ... - ·.- ... -.-- -,-,t:;·?ii-,•~1---.----:--;;·-,,--.,-.-.-.---.- ,··.,. '·. ··"-1 -----
---------
---.---
,:I • ' • . " ... ~, •• , 
--Engifieering---Depa-r-cment .--- -Al-1- of---the--·equi'pmen t used was that which is .. · 
;) normally a part, .. 'of the laboratory, and no modifications were made espec-. . .. ,_. _ ___..... . I 
, <r-•. 
ially · for this research. The equipment set-up_ was different than that 
normally used, but required no actual alteration of the lathe. Table l, • ·I \ 
' i 
- ·-·--·l } 
! 
' ; 
.~11_; __ t!:1~ .~~~t pa,ge, -li-sts all of the .equ_ipmen~_ and materials used. The . - -~-,..,...-,....--.,.~.~-~ - -- ~ --
. - -, --- ----- ---.,~ ••• , ....,, .. _,_., ____ ,.,, . .,..r,,·· ,.,,.,..., .. """~-~,~-..t'""'....,."""'""',...,.....:.J.....-''"""·':"_,.-,.,.. .... ~-'<t-, ..... ,· ... .- " .. -~ ·., ·~: tpols and tool holders were .selected lf. random from the laborator:.y 's. "'1) 
• •·{-. .: .. .-~ -.,-., •.. , .• ,. ,•',. """ • ,., ~• , ... ,, •. , ,• • .- •••··• •'",.-"" ··•' .. , .. ., • -~ .~~• 
_ ,., - ,,.., 'I._.~ .. ~" ~. •v-. • • • 
, . ,, 
, .... - .. ,.,,, ... -.• ..... 
., ... ,, .. ,_ supply, and no measurements were taken to verify the manufacturer's 
specifications. The material used was four consecutive lengths, cut from 
. the same bar, and therefore came from the same heat. Originally, the 
stock was six inches in diameter, and had been reduced to the size used 
·herein previous experiments. Brinnell Hardness readings were taken on 
the surface and along the diameter of each let;lgth. In each· case, the ( -, 





. • .. + ..... ·.' .····. --~~·: .. ':~-~-:/.·;:·,,:._:,,.·.,.,.:,~-~:',,, ... · •. ,., ·,,,,.,.~.~",. .. ·:, t·.,.- t ..... ~.,·,-i-_.:·l-.-., ,._ .~u- ,\,d.f'"· ,_-_7"'··· .... -;-· .. , ..' ... : .... , •. , .. ···"-'·" ,,., .• ,,,i,.,,,.,_,._...__,_~~~0 ,-.. ,-.. -·"J'q~····:-·"::.i:t~ J ~ ri ··.c··ea·uit1lf 'Wc:l'S, ·al'S"O .. ·caKe~~1:J~ .... the . conclusJ.On of the • ~ ... ~ $}.,. ~ •I • '~~~· ~ ,;: ___ "\...,) 
•.. \. ·~-~- .~ ;_ . C- ;,. 
r... . 
· r,:"," ·. experiment ... ·t~ test for work hardening. Th£i test showed no appreciable 
change in the hardness. 
The actual machine set-up was straightforward and simple •. Figure 3 
shows exactly how t~e tools were positioned for the experiment. This set-
up insured the. duplication of conditions for each tool position. The 
;1 
" 1 (j 
l 






i t ~-· 
l 
...... . i·-~· - ·.~·tool holders· were···fitted on -the tool posts so that the tips of. the tools .. _ ..... __ ..... -----------·- .. - ~ I~ ---·-r· 
~ . . . ~ r:::~:::'_·,~~~--~'·-~~--·<·~~~~;-.--t-:- ...... ·::··= .. --- ~ + 
. .\" were wi tl1in - {J. 002 inches of the axis of rotation in the horizontal p-lane. -
............ _____ / 
' 
. They were also ·positio1:1ed f?O_ ·t~-t ·the toot tips were w:i.thin 0.03125 inches 
of -ea~h other ·in the v·ertical plane. The material was extended 12.00 t -· ....... -- ·-7· j i 
0. 0625 inch~s from ~~~---~hu~k,, ____ anU_an ___ fr_ee on. .. ..one--end-.-- ---A-s----i-ndic-ated---in---:--a-,----~--------·-· -~-------·--- --------_--·-··-······ ·-··--···-··- " ' -- -
.Figure 4; three of the five feeds.were run on one.end of the baF, and the 











.· . _________ .. ---
TABLE ·lfef.-r:~--r:XfEIUMENTAI;··-·-EQ·VJPME·NT-·-AND---MA-rERttt~---. -· ---~- · ~- , -· - _ ~• · · . ____ ,- {i,; 
. '•c· --···--,.::.c, __ c:.~::: ------ ----- --· -- --· :. -·····---- : . ·- .....'. _ --• - -"· - - - ·_·_ :· - : - - - . - - ... - . . ··-· . . .. . ..... .. .. . - . . - -- . . -· ·~--. -- ------.----,-----~---------i 
r.cJf.J,-SjY-•>-··-,'• 
.:I\. 
. 1. One .(1) Warner & Swasey No. 5 Turret Lathe" 
2. 
. , 
One (1) Profilometer, Root Mean Square summation over 0.030 . 
of an inch, hand trace used. 
,, 
!. 
3. Two (2) SQ-162U4 Tungsten-Carbide Disposable Inserts -
Carbaloy, - ',)Grade 370; eight e.(8) . edges each. /-': 
- f -




. ~ .... 
.... -- "'~----- ··-~ .- ,O.SQO-:.- O ,90511 Sq~re ,• ~-
' . 
~-
- -·-------- __ · ___ ,__ . . . ___ . __ :_ - --------------·· 
.1 
"!. 














. ,. :.- :Ji<' . 
~- . 
... 
. !- ....... . 
,.-1' 
;1 
... -. Side Relief . 5P , .. oi 
.,,c,:':;;..•,.1 ./. TT.--cr.c~----l-~~~3:,~.{~) ... ,~ ""··:.-.~·<, J . .' .... '.'~ ·, -\·"· '"''· ••• , .... cc.;,,.·•- -c,··,=··,-,,,-:: .. ·• ;c_--,y,-:--.--,--:i-:-c,;r,:c.--;:~: cT.ccv·,.,,-_:,-or.T:e<.. .... • .• ··' , ~ •..• ,. ·-~-' .• , •. ···-·-· ...... :,, ..:= .. ,,•:,<..:+-. -~·---,~-~ .... ;. .. :-~?"'•'".-•,·· "''··;;.. .• ,: ... :c•·:=-;,-=~,·::-.~~~-~-:;,,,--';--c;:cc:.~'T.'--.-·,;·~-:'°'c.:;c;;:'7::';:.•y.-=:;c.",>,,,,.~·, ....... .i:.,.,".'_:;..,c",,.:;,.:.i;:·-,-~:·,:;cc=·:,:;-,::;c.-.=c:1. 
'"'--···' 
~-
... _ ~ -~ --· ·~ -- --·--
·,· .. 
"· 
r I. ) 
s·ide Cutfi·ng Edge Angle 15°. · ,, j i 
•r • 
End Cutting Edge Angle 
Shank 
5. Four (4) Bars 
B. H. No. 300 
Length 
I.!, 
4145 H. R. S. 
0 
6. One. (1) 2· - 3" Mtcrometer 
- ____ .__ 
'I. 
'. 
1" X l" X 6" 
1 
' 





' ·--·"··--~~ -·---....,· ----- ----~-' --·~ ., - -·-·--·~ ·--·--.--~·--··--·-- -···-- -------·----
10'' (approx.) 
~ . - - . 
_ ....... _!. Q_O_X~~ · ___ ,. ___ .. _______________ .:.:_:"'"~---_ 
-Oci020" 


















































































































































































































































































- Work Piece Set Up 
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~--·-- - ~-;--- 10. - - ----- ,-c-~ .~-~ --~-~- - . -- -~ -
l . ------------- .. . 
. remaining two -ont~ other end. A total of,-f~ur bars \<illS ll~t!.<i and___ _ ___ . _ ~ 
/ 
... ··---····--~ 
each was used- twice. The procedure wa~ first to run the three low " 
· l . II 
---------·~ ·~·;.: ... ·::..::.:.:.::..-.··<:·· £eeds ~·· ~1!1' .... tha five -sj>eeiis, at 'orie end of. th~ bar , .. us mg . One .... toorpo-s :""--~~ .~ a,,,-~-·· ' ' I 
i tion. ,, After reversing and truing the bar, the_ two high feeds were run 
,. 
on the second end. When each of the feeds 
fl' 
. I was run over each of the 




new bar was positioned in the chuck and the above
1 
procedure repeated,. 
•••· ,-.--.-- 0- "'"···-,-•.-,,.·-•••- ,._,-oc,7~·-·.-r·---•· • ,,.,- ..... ·,. 
,, · ·--· -·-··- -· --· ... usfrrg_ the ·second tool position. After each comp.lete run of five feeds 
., 
.. ' ...••••. ,. •-h•~· ···--- -····--·~ ..... ;. .... ·:· , ..... ~ '"'..·-:-·"'··- ...... ·- -···-- -··~· - •. , -~. --·-·· _,. "'= .. ·.'r-, ................ ,. ........ ~ •••• ~, _ ...... - ~.' ·--·~ -- --, .•. 
and. four speeds, t·he tool was rotated to expose a new edge. In this 
manner, two replications' of each feed and speed combination, and for 
both .tool positions, were obtained. These eighty readings will be refer-
red to as Set I in future discussions. At this point, the group felt 
that it would be advantageous to obtain.more data. In order to do this, 







. ings were obtained. These r~adings will be refefred to as Set I_I. I Note 1•-.1,. 
• 
....,.....,,...~ • ',•' ·• ' ~-:-I-•• t-f"-r • ,- ,· '• ·• -,. )••;~"-:"7~~' l"''! ,"C,~ ~ '•(··,··" .-,!":*:1-. ·;-..-,._--,"':,---:-:r-•<--.. , -["..:......,, ..:...-' _:_,_ ...-. ~ ....:.,_, ..,,.--. __ ~· •.---,t;· ·'.'..,.-.' - '=-•i,i,"r_S:::,::-•• , e-r,:; (-~~ ~-:'"-.~-~,C;;--:,::, i"t>=:..;,j,~l;:-;T"1,•;-"".'7'.!•,,~, ,7,".; . '7'-::'., 1 .. ---rr::-:~ -.. :- . •: /; - f{j fF- - ~ -.-. - ; ... -./• - ... -.i I)_;<".,! 1.-_,o l_<t .... r.· j .. ·• ,~ ..... ,·,· ~y-·-:-;,r .· ,.· 
', .• ·.· 1 
.·• :-•_,, ~·,;,'.j,""-, ,,•. _,, .• ~'."'•:"'.~. •.• -~· . ....-....,.,, .•.• - /,:...,:,_:~~-,I.,,. ... 
.A 
\ that since only fou_·r bc(r, s were used. the initial diameters of the ·bars in ; 1 ~ 




. Set II were smaller tlian those in Set I. This means that although only 
four R.P.M. values were used, the data shows eight values of surface· fee.t 
per minute. The inability to completely replicate the first set, caused 
many difficulti~s in the analysis of the data. 












• -- ·- .. , ........... 7 •• - - .••• _.. ... ·-· ..... ' .. " ~- •• __ ,, ..... ·~····' • 
.. , ,.;_., ... ,, ........ ·---~"-··""' ,,,, L•'... , ...... -~.,,"~'''·'"'·'. , .. -·--·· ,, .. n••·• ··-·· •• , _ _, ____ •,•- .. m-., ___ ,. _______ _._, ________ ~, ..... ~ .. ·-··-· .. ·--L-VM-··-·-·" '"""'L" ---· . ' 
----·--···········-···-···-···--·····-·-·c-··~~-·--.-·-·_···d-- _ · ua1···1~atnerl1ig ·of··· •the····aata···lj·e ·exp:Iained~ 
possibl~. that the person or persons doing the research wi 11 introduce a 
bias into the results. In order to reduce this effect, the·experiment was 
conducted in a manner that would ~~rve · t_9 __ minimize __ personal bias __ ~ ____ Thi.s_ 
end yas partially accomplished by assig.ning a specific Jpb to each member 
of t'he group. John Yourig ran the lathe, making the depth settings; adjust-
:~, 




ing the ;~e-~~,_ __ p __ l_a_cing_ .... the----s-toe-k---in the--exa·ct-p-ori·tton;\· and-·measuri·ng the --- - -- -------··-····--... -----·--
t ·-· 
(·generated surfaces. The· t-.Titer acted as data ta~er 1_ read the_p_rofil9-me.ter_,_ ___ ..~------
.J 
• p • • ; • • • .. 
"' 
'------·-·-:-:-··;·~~-cd· --:·•~::-::. .~; -, -:(, ,-·-;:· .'; - . . ~ . 
and made the speed adjustments. It was particularly. important that the ,--- -~ ·.-~1 
J same person do all of the tracing, and that another person always read the 
profilometer scale. The reason for the above statement is that the profil-
ometer is particularly susceptible to operator bias. (l) Each member of 
'· 
_the group carried out his, and only his,. a~signment, and thus the-oE-fginal-··"' __________________ _ 
. _ ·~ ,-~-· -.- ; .-.,- • ,a •.. .-.1. • ..,, ~,,..,., -..... , , ... ·,c. ,•·•c· · 
/ 
plan was pr.eserveci. f ·, 
. ~--·· 
... - --~- ·-.-,, """ ... --.;,,.-... , ...... , ~~----·····-··- .. ····---···;·-.-··-:-•/.•.'"• ·---;.··,-,. .. -... ~ ..... --.............. -. .. -,,-, ... ,, _, ...... -· 
One final point should be made before examining the actuardata. Due 




of the experiment, there are eight missing values in the final data sheet. 
These values, along with the others which deserved special consideration, 
are noted in the following tables. The tables found on the next eight 
pages include all of the values taken during the course of the experi,ment, 






headed · "AREA" indica t:;es the section of the test sp·ecimens, as shown in 
Figure 4, from which the reading was take,n. 
( There is much to be gained from a c·areful study _J.. these data. A ---,. 
thorough investigation of the data indicates that two groups of probJems 
(1) 
-·······-· . ·-- . -
--· • • ~· s••• 
-
. ·- -·-- ~ ..•• ~-"- ~- ·• --~.-~r~ ·• ~, .• ··-· ..•. 
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Heist, H. H., an~ Whitehouse, G.E., "Analysis of.Instrumentation 
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--A~~r-eport··-pr·ep·ared···-·for··-·p·fof·~- G. E-~-----~ne of Lehigh University, 
· 1961. 
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Heist, H. H., and Whitehouse, G.E., ."Sunnnary Report ~or Industrial Engineering 140-2!! the Capabilities of th~ Manufacturing Processes Laboratory's Instrumentation, 1961 _~" 
On.file in Manufacturing Processes Laboratory of Lehigh University. 
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. . 11/29/60 " 0.012 , 150 
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2.508 H C 1 : I 
H . r, '> -·---· ~--
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Date of Feed Micro- Initial .Final . S.F.P.M. AREA Bar 
· Run R.P.M, __ Ii,./Rev. In •. Diam.•In. Diam. --In. 
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.,.._ ,. -............ ·- ···-~ ..... " • " .... =---~---· ... · ·-- ______ .,,..--~.:·--;·------·-· ( l) Light chatter, discarded 
/ --~---~· ---{2/-------Heavy--e-ha-t--te-r,---d-i-s-ea-rded 
·· ~· (3) Light chatter, discarded · 
(4) Varied roughn~ss over cut, discarded 
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(8) Light chatter . 
(9) Depth of cut in~reas~d to .o •. 040u 
(lQ) No reading, feed not changed 
(11) No reading taken 
--· . __ /.7· .... 
18. 
" TABLE NO. 5: EXPERIMENTAL DATA - INVERTED POSITION - SET II 
·;.:_ 
------ ---
. . ·-- --··--······· •- -· ·-··---·-·--~ ···-- -··-······--·-·····-·'-··------- --·-···-··-- ·--------.\: .. 
-·-·····-···-·---·· ···- -
- - - ------ - -- --~-- -- -- '~-~·:.··-··--=-~~-----···- ·-~.--- -,. ···_····'" .. ··-······---~·-, -~-----__,...,.-~,,...,___,, ......... _~-··-..-------·-··----------------.~-.. ~-..,--~ .... -~ .. ...,.,...,,_..._.,...... ____ ,,"'""'~--,......,,...,...,..,r-c,-,,,....,:,,_,_.,,.,. __ ....,.~,...,..,._.r""~ .. ~,.--.-,~ ........ ~,..,....,,......,....,. ....... ~. ~ ----~--__ .........,.__,.,,.. ---~ ·-. 
Date of Feed· Micro-· , Initial Final S.F.P.-M. AREA 
Run R.P.M. In./Rev. In. Diam.-In. Diam.-In. 
---
.. . ...... -----------------; 
---------~-, .--1-2/-1.5/,60--- . 3 24 ----------<l.--oo45----- ----148- - ·. · . 2--.-4-J-tJ--······-·-- -2--~Js·9~ · ---- , 204 A . . - -·--
•. t .. ;~ 
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150 2.432 
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• . 
TABLE NO. 5: EXPERIMENl'AL DATA - IN\1F!_~~_Q _P0SITION_ __ ~- SU--II 
---:{~-ont'd) --- -- - · · -- ---- - - - - - - -.. - -- -
19. 
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(12) Chatter, too heavy to measure surface fimish 
-t 
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. --,~·.··s ,•.,c_/ ·,,•,, «•-~-.-,• ·-. •--C ,- ,· • 
, arise. _FiJ:"st, there.are those considerations concerning metal ·cutting -·---·-----------·,--·-·-·· 
theory~ The particular combinations of ,£~eds. and speeds .use·d in the 
--
.; .. ·.-.-.- ···, . - . 
eXl)eriment violate two basic metal cutting theories.· In one case,_ the 
two lowest values of speed, 204 and 220 S.F.P.M., are very near the 
lowet sp~ed limit for carbide tools. This means that the tools·are in-
1" 
efficient, in their cutting action, at these speeds. The above fact 
-·- r 
witl_ have. ~. decided effect on _the· su.rface ftnish obtained.·· In the . . -1' •• 
second c~se, the highest two feeds, 0.<019 and 0--.029 inches per revolu~ 
.tJ.Qn, are normally used for roughi-ng ,,cuts. In effect, this means the 
operator is not usually concerned about the finishes generated at 
these feeds. Once again, the inclusion of the data obtained under these 
conditions will have a pr9nounced effect upon the results gained through 
a statistical analvsis • 
., . 
A second group of problems are centered around the design and sta-
-




··'.--_•+1 .,: ~ :;-/'. -••.~s·~·~>·,.-;...__. .. ., •.\?·•,:o.,·-!~.:',"··•'··.·°''· .. ·-'-:0' .. •-· '"·•·~..,·-~ ·:._,.·• '' • '".,,· ·' '. . •. . ,. . 
.... . . "i 
',: ·the'revised_ data include eight µiissing-~alues. Wha't,,shouldbe dcine;---~--
about these missing observations? Further examination of the data re-
veals the fact that neither the values of surface feet per minute nor 
-· feed increase in any consistent patter~. 
lack of equal steps in either direction. 
In other words, there is a 
Finally, there is the-problem 
~ 
of how the eight di.ffer.e.nt.va_lues of.speed---s.lwuld -be treated. EacL. ~ - ~-- -------·· ····-··-.. .. · -i.-c·· VJ. - --·· ------- --
these questions must be invest~gated and resolved before a meaningful 
........ 
analysis of the data can~be _undertaken. Chapter Three is devoted to 
r 
·the problems of analysis, and will demonstrate how the. writer answered 














.. CHAPTER 3 · THE ANALYSIS · 
••••••• • ---------···--··---- --·· . • . .. • • < - : ·- • - - ' --- ------
---- - - ---- ...... ~ -------·-- - -- --- - --- - - ---
.;i 
----- ... - .............. ----··---·""" 
- -- . -- - - - --·--- - . - --· - -
........... a._...._, _____ .,.,..,....;.._._:-,_ __ •-·----·--._,.••••-c--=---·-.•=-:-.. --...,.:-•· . .· • . - ' ... , 
I~\ ·,i .. ', : ·11; 'f 
. ----- --- ----- I -·-- --~------_. ___ -
Before under~aking :the· formal ~rialysis, certain doubts about the 
' ' 
appearance of the data must be fully resolved if maxi-mum understanding· 
.., 
·-- .. ------------··_-is to he achieved. In Chapter 2, it was noted that there were certain 
obvious problem areas. The first of these concerned which segments of 
(' 
the data should be kept or discarded for the purpose 
This . considerai:ion takes t:wo distinct \. or ;". On on; 




hand, there ~s 
' the applicability to metal cutting theory. .. d . ":' \ . It was prev1ously men-
-<. 
. ' 
;-\. tioned that"' two of the feeds and two of the speeds included in the ex-
.. ~- -
periment are outside of t_he normal range of consideration .with regard 
to surface finish. These high feeds and low speeds are known to pro-
' 
duce finishes not g~nerally held to exact~ing Tequirements, and there-
.fore logically should be discarded. The main drawback here is the con-
,' 
sideration of whether or not the discarding of'these data would be 
~. /''" . 
......... 







•. · • 
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.. · beneficial to the experiment as .a whole. One .. IJIUS t. · remember that thes·e 
readings were taken under the same conditions as the rest, and there-
fore should be as repres·entative of the actual results as the other 
readings. 
What would be the effect of including or deleting these readings? 
The major analysis of the data consists of comparing one reading with 
i,,, 




------~---------·-···- ···----------·---------- .... - .·-------"'"-------· ___________ .: its counterpart, and these questionable data should not introduce any · · :t 
especially significant errors. One real effect of including these 
data will be apparent, however, and •ill serve.as a block to one 
type of analysis. It is obvious that as variables and replications are -
added to an experiment, the function explaining the relationships pres-
ent will increase in complexity. It is commonly understood that two 
points describe a straight line, and three points describe a simple 
.~ • ·1 ... _. -~ •• 
!, 
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·--:-·curve • · --~A-s---more---p-oin-t--s·-·-are---added-,---hewever-, ---· the----eurve--usua-1~--becomes--mor-e--





these variables and surface finish. For the purposes of this study., the 
writer feels that the increased complexity of the mathematical function 
describing the relationships of the input variables to surface finish is 





• f, ,- ... ·-·--····-----~;·~---- .... ~ricltided in the analysis, but the results drawn. from the experiment ·will· ···c·.-.-o,·~·-·····-·n,···-··""···--~ 
be modified by the consideration. of the· effects of including these data. 
I 
The second part of the data which must be considered, is that group 
of readings which were taken under questionable conditions. These read-
ings are noted in Tables 2 - 5, and should be referred to a_t this time. 
,--
It woulg seem logical to discard only those re.adings· which displayed s1a 
marked deviation from their exact counterpart. By following this proce-
dure, the analyst assumes that replication of an experiment produces simi-. 





. -.-, .. t,=--····-
carding of data is correct only when the __ analys.t has a sub.stantial reason. ---~-------------·-··-- -
to believe that the data is not truly representative of the process. It 
i would not be proper to didcard a reading simply because it looked differ- ! 
4 
( 
. I . . • I,,. .. _ I 
... ~ .. ·--""··-·-·-··- .. ·------------C--'-·-"-···-------·- ___ __e_n.t ...... ~fr_Q.Ilt .. t_b_e __ r_e_s_t_, ______ l:o .. ___ this ____ experimen t.,. __ however, there was proof; through l 
--•~ -·--"'"""'" ·•-· ·-n,-·•••-.,,·••• ••- ·• • •• -•-••·•·---•.-.,•-••·•· ........ _ --•••-- ••-•,.•--· •-"·•••- •, :· ••• ••'• "••••••- •• ·-• •· ••-• -·• •·-• -·• •••••-·----·-~--•--<.,_._-~...._,..~~--..•---•'-.....,1• 
) · observationj that the.se data were not truly representative of the pro"'." · 
cess, and therefore they were discarded. 
The question now arises as · to how these readings are to be rep laced. 
It is worthy to note that, for the method of analysis used in this study, 
the data had to be complete. This is due to a requirement of the com- .... 







·.· .. \ ..... -·- .................. . 
·------------·--·-~- ,.-., -~ - - - - --- ------·-· -------
.... ~ .... ,.i . 
.. 
,· 23. 
choice as to the exact method ·o·f value replacement. In 1his book, 
- .. . _ ----_-----~---. =-~~=-·-, ~·· -·121-------·-·---~,--------:---~------. ----------.. -·---------------------:; 
·- ..... -$ .......... - ... - .... --- .. ,---~-------4.-.... , ...... .,.---,.4.. .,.......... .... . -- - • 
······-··--·· __ ·--··-·---~- .. ___________________ ... ''Indus trial ~~~:rime.ntation·,,, .. , &.A •. :. Browniee .... prop.oses -a-methed----for ~-t·he---------- ,-'-· -~------------
... 
.. ' 
replacement of missing values .. This method is based on the minimization 
of the error sum of squares. Brownlee presents two examples of this 
' 
method, one for each-two-factor ~nd multi-factor experiment. This writer 
__,j 
decided to compare Brownlee's ·method with one based on-intuitive reason-
I 
ing. The mathematical comparison of these two methods is illustrated on 
,, 
,-,-
-,.7 ,.,· _____ • _________ ._,~.:-~-~--.. --.'--.. ~--~~---·- .. : .... ~~~- ;_i~-~t:.'\~wo P:~B.~~,. o~ th~ appendix to this pap.er. A~ can be ··s~en by re-. '# -~- __ 
. . . . ' . • , . • • . .. ..... , ........ ·-· •• '" ., •... •·.·• • ..... - ............. ···- ..... ,. .,, .- "- .......... , . .. .. , • ..• '.. .• . .. ,.".. . •. .. . ,. • • a .... " " .... , • ... .., . , .. , .. , ....... , • , .... , -~---. .. -......... 'u,·•,·-----:-... " .............. -..,-, 
·/ 
... ········ . . .... ferr_i~ t~- thesr calculations; t~e. di(yrences bet~een 
_,. 
intuitive methods is relatively small. Differences of 
~ 
the proposed and 
this small magni-
tude should not have a significant effect on the results of the analysis, 
and the additional accuracy obtained through such calculations is not 
< proportional to the effort expended in deriving the new values. By way 
of explanation, the method of replacement used in this analysis consisted 
of substituting the r_eading from the remaining replication for the dis-
The procedure fallowed does tend to reduce the sum of squ-ares about the· 
mean, as it does remove some source of variation. 
There ls, however, one major effect of this, or any other, method 
of replacement. The effect shows up in the number of degrees of freedom 
associated with·the residual or four factor interaction term. Since the 
original data has been altered, and one source of variation removed, one 
·( 
' ·--· . -·----·----------·---·------- ·-·-- ----·--· ...... -- - -- ----- -· ---- - ------- -----·,..:- .... ·-· --- ... ---~---- . - . - . --- - .. --· ----· ....... _ - --- ·- ------ -· --·--·--. ··-. --- . --·--·-------·-.. ... ----·-· ...... ---·- ---------------- .. -- ....... --·- ............. -. . ·- ·- ·------· ~---~ .. ·-----··-·-··-··· -
··:· 
degree of freedom must,,.be subtracted. from· the total for each replacement. 
This procedure was followed throughout the following analyses. 
. .\ 
In Chapter 2, one other problem area was mentioned. This question 
(~) Brownlee, K-A., Industrial Experimenta_~ion, New York, N.Y.:·· 
Chemical Publishing Co._, Inc., 1953 
... . -•-I•- ..... _ . • ·• .. -· ·-·-···-·-····•·••·•· ·····-•·--·-••-- ... - •- -·--- -·- -- - - - - -- - - - - •• -·-- -- ---~-·- •• ~ ~ •~ • •• •. - -·-- • • ··-' • -- •• • - • • •. - ·•·•• ..... - ···-···--· .. 
.... 
-
·---- - . ,_ -~,-·-- - .... ·-·- ---- ----- ..... -
----- ·-· ~ ---,- ~ __ ,. __ ,,_ ·• -- .. - ·----·-· . ~- -
... 
24. d·ealt with the lack of equal steps between the values .... o_f ___ the --tWO---·--input 
-------
nounced effect on the analysis of the data, it does tend to dictat.e the. 
One type of examination coun:nonly ·used in re-
, search is regression analysis. This may have been _a useful tool in 
' this experiment too •. The lack of equal spaces between the value~ of the, 
input variables makes this type of analysis much mor~ difficult, and ,, "'· ( ~ -- ~ ~-
... t···'·"·--·····:· .. .. - ... 
. ... the data was done by a comput~r. The particular,technique used was the 
Fisher ~ariance Ratio Test. This test, and the information required to 
perform it, gives the analyst an excellent insight into the true effects 
of both the input variables and their interactions. The remainder o( 
· this chapter is devoted to a ~iscussion of the results obtained th~ough 
the analysis. A sample of the computer output is shown_ ·on the third page 
Tables 6, 7, and 8, on the following pages, list _the.~-amended ,-data,-- the ~ ' .. 
~t:1alysis as modified with respect to degrees of freedom, and the mathema- ~ 
tical results of the ratio tests. 
As an aid to the reader, the following terms will be used in the 
discussion of the individual analyse~~ 
1) Set I: Those readings taken on.the bar (s) at the maximum ..... 
.~-----·~--------------------------- . 
. ~ .~n----- • ·-·· .. • ••• • 
·- ~-~------·dlameters. This set is ~dentified by the speed nota-·-~ 














2) Set II: Those readings taken on -the bar (s) at the minimum 
. ·~ 
diameters. This set is identified by· the speed nota-
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,-,,/' .. , 
-------·· -- ·--
. . - . ... - -· 
Feed - Inche.s Per Revolution 
0.0045 0.001 






I R I 
100 110 .110 100 150 150 290 200 625 600 1 
. 
· ·- · · 220· -~ .. · ·· 100 · · · · so~., 90 · · 1 o· · · · ~-·1so · .. -·-·r50--· ·----c·2-srr· .. -- ··-- ·23lt· -·- ----!z.:-gu·-------··45cr--·--·---2--·-.. -~,.---·-.. ,_. ___ , ___ _ 

















·c·,··:··.··,--.-,---·,······,.-:--,---:.·-;.. -.,-., ·-:,_ . ., ....... ,.:--cc~.,, .. ·:-'"·.•~·-.,.· ~., .~ -, •,C .... -•.• ,", __ ., ___ ,., ••• , : 
.. ,.,-.. ·-·· ., __ ,- ... ,.,. ___ .' 
80 140 100 325 175 600 550 1 
65 76 130 240 230 475 470 2 
70 .130 100 325 185 625 510 1 
75 110 120 250 210 480 390 1' ~ 2 
7(J 12.0 110 300 175 650 500 1 
'C.,h-,<', '~- • •, • .. ~.," •,•: •,• :, .'., -,:_:'•'"•:,;.~,, • •>': •, •.•.~rnn•, •,s• ''""' • , ... ,. '' ~.'""5o·s->,.,, ,_. • ~55._t,,G,,.,:•"''~7tJ' ""•~' ""·-~vtr._ .. -.J,, r·ro ,• ,Cl·2'b '.:. '•2s6 • • \., 22'0. • .- • 500' .-,-• 4'jci . . .. 2 ,. •" .,, ,<• .'• ,, •'-
r ' • ~ 
Set 1foII 
204 170 140 200 130 130 150 180 350 450 550 3 
204 140 140 250 145 125 150 230 260 450 500 4 
275 65 95 75 85 .80 110 210 315 425 565 3 




-------.·--·----c------~--·-..----->-·-···---·-· ______ ... _ ......... ~-·- ~--.-~ .. - ............ ~-·-· ,---· ------ .. -• ... --- . -----~,-.,,--------,--·-,·-----,.~ •-·-----............,,_~"C:....r.,1'~. • __ •·"·-·=·•·••"="•'•-·-=~n.._=•• ----=----=-·=-· •:=-· =-• ·-=····-----·· __ ,·_····--_-········_--····_--····---·---••····--·-·· ----...~~~~-·-·•·---,-·-···---··----····-···-••-·---·-·--~,.. .... ..,_,..., ... ,._. __ •····•-·-··-•·····-·-····~-·------_··-··· ---
· 3·68 58 70 85 75 100 1 110 220 310 450 610 3 







l 495 50 65 80 70 110 110 210 300 45~ 600·· 3 l f 
f 
"' f 
495 100 70 120 110 100 240 280 525 4 "' 150 525 • . !• [ 
·.!'j 
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D.F. Mean Square F.Ratio 
·, 
7 4,270 4.6 
4 · 1, 054, 903 1, 146 
1 82 -
1 3,543 3.8 
28 1,640 1.7 
7 8,319 9.0 
7 3,290 3.5 
4 1, 119 1 . . 2 • c ., G . . . ' . . . - ·. -i--~---~-·=-··-,•·-~-. •·--··-;-
~-, l!I 1:1 _ 'D ,--------- ---··•- ---- J. ---_----·--.~-• ----,.·--_-,.···--·-. ,"!J., .. 4--;-,:'-···- . -- ---·.-_. ,--,-·--;._-- ·-e--.--1··-- .. , ... -- --._·· ·-,---.,._;_,.~,;,.;,_;,_ .. _- -·. _- ":~~:;.~ .. '-7-:-,..c,:...a,~ """~"'""~r--··•-·"'-"--~--c-·•,.--·-·•-·· ·-,-- -· .. .'-' . I 
-~-,--- .. -...... _.,,-. .. -,T·-~---~~-,;-- --,.,-!-.. --· ---- · ~A---· - ·-· ----- - -__, I ·/ .r 0 
" 
F-T 
. T. R I\ 1 96 --·-. ------ .. - ---- .... ---- ___ , -- _·-· . ---- ---~------------ --
- • •• ,"- •• •.'•. ••' •• . • • - • • - •a '-<.~.-.-,.~·•·,,.;•••-·.,-•,~-;- _',--
•• , <, - .: • • •• • •• - •• 
, 
S-F-T 28 2,391 -2.5 
S-F-R 28 833 -
S-·T-R · 7 1,960 2.1 
F-T-R 4 1;292 1.4 
S-F-T-R 20 920 
:: . .,. · .. ··. 
Total 151 -
·/i ,. 
. ' Set I Set fl 
Speed 3 3,204 10.-6 3 4,046 11.6 
Feed _ 4 572,409 - 1,901 4 485,709 972 
Tool 1 24,047 79.8 1 28,200 60.0 
Replication 1 19,375 64.3 1 3,025 6.4 
S-F - 12 248 - . 12 2,507 5.3 { 
S-T 3 492 1.6 3 1,532 3.2 
S-R 3 154 - 3 1,238 2.6 
.,. 










F-R 4 10,341 34 .3 4 ·· 1,123· 2.4 i 
i T-R 1 4,883 16.2 1 3,150 § • .7 _ + 
S-F-T 12 424 1.4 12 615 1.3 I 
~ S-F-R 12 201 - 12 414 - i 
. _ S •· T •R _ _ _______ J _____ ,._ ...... -= .. ·--~-----·-- . __ 8_6 ~ -----·-···"-'"~ ~!l-·---------···--·=·-J,c.'°···· :····ccc.c-·· .. =:c . c;:-1 t-0.~4.::::.: :::::::::::::·::.~::,:J :::c:::::::::=.:::.::.:.::~.:::.-4 
·:·=~-- ·--···"-·----,-------.. ····-·'·c=- -,·~-- ------ ···· .,,F-T'·R---~~~"·----- 4 1, 727 5. 7 4 - 2,536 5 .4 i 
j S-F-T-R 6 301 10 471 - j 
i i I I I Total 73 .... 77 "" I 
I I I - f 
I I ~ '- I I I . f ' 
' . . 
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I - F • / Lev. Val.* DP '- -F. Lev. Val. DF. F. Lev. Val. -
- -
I 
'----------- -·· -··-·-- ~-----·-----
Speed 7 4.6 0.01 3.9 3 10.6 0.01 ·9.a J .11.6 0.01 6.6 
' . 
·.j 




tion 1 3 4t8 
- 9! l 64 • 3 0 • 001 3 5 • 5 1 6.4 0.05 5 .• 0 
. S-F ,28 1.7 
- -- 12 
-
12 5.3 o·.01 4.7 i - -
' 
I 
-.----, ·-· -r.._ »'} 
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i I :! S-T 7 9 •. o 0.001 6.0 3 1.6: iio 3 3.2 
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- - - 1 16.2 0.01 13.7 1 6. 7 o.os - 5 .o 
S-F-T 28 2~5 2.1 2.1 12 1.4 
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'i 
S-T-R 7 ', 2.1 
- - 3 2.8 - - 3. 2.3 . -
--
- Ji 
F-T-R 4 1.4 
- - 4 5. 7 0 .05 4 .s 4 5.4 o.os J •. s 
S-F-T-R 20 6 
· 10 
*Taken from abridged t:able V of Statistical Tables for Biologicai, 
Agr·icul tural and Medical. Researc~_ .... Jl.«.. .. A.~ ... Fi.s.he.r ... a.nd ... F,t. .. : Yates .. ! ........................ , .. :··: .... ·._.,_ .. ~--'.9-;._ 
~Oliver and Boyd, Industrial Experimentation, K. A. Brownlee: 
Chemical Publishing Co., Inc., PP 184 - · 186 
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S.;_ 4) ~~s-ts---C3---&---4: - Tne f-irst and second replication-s of- the expiari-
, 
ment as amended in surface feet per minute values 
~' 
- -
by the reduced diameters. These replications com-
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During the di.scussion of the analyses, it will be helpful for the·-------,----------~----~---_--------; 
~--- ... ..,, ·-- ... =-·- "- ... ,.-~-~---- -·- r_ea·· de.r to tef·er-·t.o ·the· f·t··v· e ·constant fe·e·d gra-nns· · ·feu-n.d· ... -1,·.n .. t':'e .. - · d"' 
, 
r u u appen. .x. . ' 
j 
Please note, tnese grapns are included as a visual a1d, and are not to be 
considered as mathematically fitted curves. 
Finally, the reader will note that there are three separate analyses 
shown in Tables 7 and 8. In the first case, all 180 readings were used 
to form what will be called the combined analysis. This analysis makes 
use of eight speeds over five feeds and two tool positions with two repli-
.. cations •... _ 'r·be oth~r two .. analyses are of sets I and "II, an~ consider four 
speeds 9ver. ~ive feeds and two tool positions, with two replications. 
' 
The general approach of this discussion will be to-1.nvestigate sep~rately 
both of the set analyses, and then to compare their results with those of 
~ 
the combined analysis. In this manner, it will be possible to understand 
' 
more fully exactly what the anslysis reveals, and exactly what happened 
• - •' " • • 
'"' • • .. - "" •• ---
•- ,Y ~" • ,- "-•• n • M O • , 
- "" ........ --. ........................ ~ ... ._ .... ;_ ... " .. ~,----.······-·~·- .. -- ... ., .......... - _ .. : .. ·---·-~··,······~-·-·· .... -·· .. ,, .. __ , ... " -·· '. ' -
,d':> • • 
" -- ,_,. ••~•·•-...... •· .,. • .,, ·~•·! ~ .. ·~· «•,~• ~· ,. ,. "~., ...... ,. ',,.,_ .. · '• ••• • ._ .• · ,., ... ,.,_., ._.,, .• • _,_,,_,,.,; ,,.,~,-....,, .. _,,.,.. • -, ',. . ~-,v-- ~----- -·· --· --·-
· -~ 
In the analyses of Sets I and II, as shown in Table 8, eight of the 
.,,. '-·· ···-·· ,_, •. , . .,. ·'"·~···--'< ,. ,.,.,., •. ,_,_._._,c., .• .,__'--' -·····"' ,._., • --·····'->• 
\ fourteen sources of variance demonstrate sign-ificance. The minimum signi-
ficance level has been set at five percent, and no investigation of signi-
ficance above this level will be made.· Of these eight sources, seven .in 
each Set agree in demonstrating significance, while only two disagree. 
· It --will be best- to-- st.op_- a.t this poi.nt ~and .. inve_stigat.e __ each .. individual 
.., 
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exact part each plays in the total~experiment. 
Table 8~shows that each of the four inputs demonstrates significance 
/' in'both~of the Set analyses. This situation does not, however, hold true 
in the combined· anal·ys is! Reference_ .to the revised data, as shown in - ~--- ..,. _______ • .,. .. __ ~,,.----,,,.--_ . ..,, ..... ,...,. ..... -.-... ~~ ~:,-,.------...-·--...p._..,_ ... ...,. ______ ~--,----·-··--~-. ~- ... .,. --······· ---- , .... --....... ···• - .. ~-- -· ._,,._. - -~ ..•. --·· . : .. _. ·,· " 






"' ,jl<" ,,. Table 5, and the five Constant -Feed graphs found in. the a~peridi~, wi_l_l_~ 
"-, -''!-
,. aid the reader in understanding why this situation occurs. It can ~e 
" seen that -in Set I, Tests 1 and 2, the inverted tool consisten.tly gives 
a lower value of surface finish. When examining these readings alone 
one immediately draws the conclus,ion that the use ·of an inverted tool in I 
a turning operation will give a better surface finish. When the second 
the tool as used in the regular posit~on seem~ to give a lower value of 
,, 
. '.f'_, 'stirf~ce roughness. - These conflicting results are further complicated by 
• 
the fact that in the combined analysis, tool position shows no signifi-
cance at all. The obvious cause of such results is the fact that the re-
versed trends cancel each other when combined in·a single analysis. The 
important question:here is not whether one tool pos~tion is better than 
another, but whether a difference·exists between the two sets. There -is 
' 
. . . . .. ~ . . . .. . . .. . . ,. ·--· .... _._, .................. "' .... ' .. ' ..... '" .... ,. . . ., ........ . 
_ .. _______ -:·--·:··-----·----··-·---~, .. --,-s ... , ..... , ...................... ,_no·-·raE1onal expianciffon--~- ··with- -r-egar·d to metal cutting theory, of these ~ 
C 
,-
·-··a1fferences, nor is it possible to find any deviation from planned exper-
~ imental procedure between the two sets. An obvious conclusion at this 
point is that in the· long run, tool position, as tested in this experi-
ment, has no marked effect on ·surface fini~h. There is, however, another 
possible explanation. Such an explanation would be that ther~ is another, 
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these results. The fact that in both sets the analyses showed such a 
high degree of significanc~ assoc-ia·t~d with the tool position variable, 
would seem to indicate that the above observation has much merit~ In =-------'-------~..........;--------'-c'----~~---------·-··--------·-----··--·---·--·-,--....... ------·-----·~---·-·-">---·-----~~---···.--------·-··-------··---..-·--·-·-.-"-··---·-~·,·-·-----~-.. ,-~-<--·------.----·------~---··------,-.. ~-·-~--·--·-····-----·------·. ·-·---· --,.-,. .. - ..... 
. 
- - . 
·~· • .. 
any event, the possibility of this unknown variable is worth noting,· 
and remembering at a later time. It is ·still too- early to reach a posi-
~, . 
tive conclusion about tool position, b~t the available information indi-
... , •.. ,"":'.-: - .•.. ·~-·- .. _ .... ,_ ... ···-;,;;."...---..--·--~- ,_.. 
. ~ 
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cates that surface finish • not affected by 1S this variable ·on the aver-< t 
. -' ,.•-.- ... , ...... ·.· . 
age. \ 
" 
A second source, replication, presents much the same picture as 
found with tool position. Once again the variable in question proves 
significant in the_two Set analyses, but loses this significance in the 
comb-ined analysis. This action is again immediately attributable to a 
reversal in the magnitude of values. In Set I, Test 1 contains the 
valu .seven times. In Set II, a similar situation is found. Test 
.J 3 yielded e higher value thirteen times, and Test 4, two times. If 
the·only factors determining which Test would give the higher value 
were chance causes, it would be expected that both tests would have an 
equal probability of yielding the higher value. The extreme differences· 
in high value locations experienced in this research, however, indicate 
that factors othel." than chance alone are present.· For this reason it 
is safe to say that outside factors did have a marked influence on the 
individual replications,- and that these factors were not held constant 
over the entire run of the experiment. These results indicate that 
I 
' there is more than a small chance that there was an unaccounted for 
·variable influe-ncing the results of this experiment, as first mentioned 
...... 
------------------------------/ ----~~- • 
.. 
. . 
--~ --· --~ - - -~ 
lt. 
I • 
in connection with the_ effects of tool position~--- ___ _!\_l_~lj~µgh' _the_ reader _________ ----·--·----------··-·--· ____ _ 
--~-----~~--------= _; --___ -~\, .- ·---- ------ ~ - ----------//<·--·-_ ... ,--_·-. -_----:_:;:-·_·:._---~- --·----------~- --_ -- -------- - --- ---- - ----~------------ _____ ' . ·,-
' 
may have already found a possible.source of these variations, it will 
be best to delay a discussion of this subject for ~he time being. The -
reader should be aware of the ·fact that in the combined analysis, re-
I 
·--·-............ --~-----
-....,.,._-,.,..,.-~~~-,..-.-o,-'-~'.·-,~-=------.... -· -··· ·"l>tt-ctrt-~.-.011···-··1s···-.. no·t-· .. rouiicr·· .. E-o:·-aemons·tr·ate-··--·s-Igrii-fic·an·ce·:· ---- The· .. reason -f.~-;-· . , 
), 
this occurrence is primarily a function of the manner in which the com-
puter accepts and analyzes the data.· If the order of tests were to. be 
-
........ -« r ... .,, .. , ._-·--· ...... , .. ~,·---- --~ .. t.:.~'.'~_rse~ for either_ ~e! i_~the input data, the com~i~ed analysis would 
...• ·'-_,:,...-
.. -. , • .- '"' ····: .-. re· .. ,,.- - ,. ..--·. - • ,- ... ,,-. '. ,.... . ~-~• .... 
Show Signl.f·1·cance· for the rep11·cation va .... iabl 0 Th1·s fact has no rea·l' .-.·--····--"~+:, . .!--,- • .,~·-,"·--.· ... ~··· .. ··-·-···--···-····, . .,: .•. · .•.• c-,·c:.-;. .·.·· ·" .. , ·,·- , . .. , . - , , . -.. , ... - ... ,, , . .. . . ·.. . .. .. . .. - . - . L .. . . . '~·• ,. . . . ,. .. .. .. . . . ... , .. ·. . ... ·. . ,. . _.-.. , . ~ 
r 
significance with respect to the analysis as a wliole', however. It 
should be noted that in the case of tool position, the~ cancelling ef-
fect could not be eliminated by changing the order of test. 
There are two o'ther input variables which have not been examined •. 
These two sources, feed and speed, show results similar to each other, 
but somewhat different from those found for t~ool position and re lica-
. ' 
" 
- ·- -- -- . ·- 'i ·- ' ' .. • •. ':. _ .... ' .. ,. ~: ... -" "'.'~--;"; •• ~.-. '·:... .' .- '.--~ '··. ' • .-.:., .• - ·-~· "•·' " - .. • '·, .,, , • -,./,. -.'·• ';" '"' -.'' 
• • . • 
,, • I ... ', • ' - • -:~ ·.~ ' , <· ' • • , . -, ' >- /. ,•,. • ', '"' !. ' '.l • ' '. ..:,.. ,, ' .. ,1 • ,, -. '• ' ' " '.. • • ·., ,· ~ '· _., ' . • ' • ' 1',-•,.1'·\._,'', . .J,._.~-~- ,,,.,·~-·.t,"S:.,.J, ,-• .. 1~\~ .. ·1.v·,,.-.. _;·,:..:.::·,~·"'.-,'.•~•;i~.i.: .,., .. i.,.: ,(.,,, .. j.\.,.,,,.,\.·J..••'•• I '',.\'~·'k i>'-• '-' ,.,I,~ 
(. . ;--...._ ~ 
. ' \ 
- . .. .} . 
' ,· 
tion. In th.is case, both of the variables exhibit significance in all 
three ·analyses. In many respects it is to be expected that these vari-
ables would perform as they l:tave. As was mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, 
speed and feed are usually controlled to produce a prescribed surface 
roughness. In this experiment a wide range of speed and feed combina-
tions was tested. The extent -of this range of testing forced out the sig-
nificance of these two· variables. There is, however, another factor 
which has a direct influence on the size of the mean ·squares associated 
. 
with the feed and speed sources. This has to do'with the particular com-
binations of values of speeds and feeds used in the experiment. It is 
obvious that the highest values in Table 5 are those found for the high-
est feeds and lowest speeds. As was discussed earlier, these somewhat 
,. 
' . 
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-------ablEis was expected, no real explanation of these variables, as individuals, 
is required at thi~ point. ~ The effects of these two sources, as they act ,,_ 
,.• 
in· combination with the other sources, will be discussEid later. 
The first part of this chapter ·has been deyo-ted t9 a discuss~(?n of 
... .....,., .... 
' . 
' 
• -·· , ..• ,• ·,- _ .. .,.. -,--·.--, -,, ,--~,._- ,.---·····.-c,----,-··,•,, "•t;'r,· --c,•.-;. __ ~ -:: ~~~~--=~ -~--:- -- ~lie ]>ti.i!lat'y &rialySlS OI ~his exp et'.flllent • thoSe effeet:S dtr~cdy · -atlrtbut'• ----- -- -·-·:· ! 
f 
) 
able to each of the four individual input sources have been discussed, s-ome ... 
,,-... ·--~. 
:.1_, ··:· .... J',, 
basic conclusions drawn, and questions for further study have been men-
-.....ft\ ".' 
tioned. At this point, the reader should be thoroughly familiar with the 
.1· ~' ·,. : • ,. • ' ·• ~ • •• ~ 
·. _;;,., . .. . ..... 
"' 
!\ desigt;t, purpose and actual execution of the experiment, as well as how the 
four inputs can, and do, act independently of one another. To realize the 
full scop~ _ ~f __ the e __ eriment . 
-· 
• - ,'. • • J, ·, •••• _, , •••• ,.,,.,.. ., •• , ... .._.-.;,,.-.~-·-A-. ... :, ,-~.-~'-\? .. ~1-,r;.,. .... .,,. ...... ...; .....,..~-;.-,.._..)11.!~>"l a~,,,-·--:-•,,,··,;,.-'•<-··.>· 1 :,. \--:L•,;;f , , •.,, ',- .,_ ·' - • r, ,, 
-
- ,4., '. 
- •••• , ,. ' .• 
.. which the variables act jointly. It was mentioned at the' beginning of this 
1 ' 
... 
· chapter that there were fourteen sources-,, of variance, excluding the resid-
ual term, in the final analysis of the data. Of these fourteen sources, 
ten take the form of two or three factor interactions. The proper analy-
sis of these terms will reveal how the variables jointly affect surface 
finish. The remainder of C~pter 3 will be devoted to a di-se-ussien of 
these interaction terms. 
1 
. - , 
. 




"interaction" is of te~_ ~t~u~~d and/or· mi_sinterpreted by both analysts and-- -' . ------- --------- - ~~ --- -- ---- ·--- -------~-~- -
readers. So that there is no question as to this writer's use of the term, 
"interaction" will be used in the following manner. ·· Interaction is that 
effect which one input variable has upon the relation between another input 
-,L....~-· -- .. 
. •; ·,-. ;- .-. . .. ·- .. 
• ' -·',:---~---;;_~~:~-= -~'-IC--..,. -,---- • ...... --• ............. - ..,.,•-~~ ., ~ •• - - - • • r•• • ,·· 
~··~- ., __ ,. ·-·-----· 
31, 
.;, 
,-.. i __ - ______ _yar_i_ahle __ and the observed ___ variab1e:.._ _____ 1;o- be -mare--s-p-eeiff·e·- with regaraco 
- - - -------------·--· ----__ , __________________ ._ ..-.-. -. ------this---p-a-r-t·i·eu-lar---exp·eriment;··consi<ler--~iied ·an,r·· spe-ec1··· as' they af .. fect sur ~ 
face fin'1sh. Suppose ·there was a formula y = a /. bx, which des-cribed tile 
-. 
. ··-·-···-·- .--··-·:·~-· ······-· ······-···--
.surface finish (y),· for feed (x)' ai:~a certa:i.n speed value. If by an in_~ 
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. .. ,. ••• -. 
crease or decrease in the speed value this equation became'4uadratic or if 
, .. 
·the slope (b) was changed, then there would be an interaction. If, how-
ever, n~ither of these conditions was met, there would be no interaction 
between the variables. In the future discussiont interaction _will be d~-
~ 
. _..... , . 
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tion of interaction, and is consistent with normal usage •. , ,<.' 
Table 8 indicates tha~ there is less agreement between the three 
analyses for the interaction terms than for the individual variables. A . 
part of this is due to the peculiarities of the analysis, and the rest is 
~ 
due to the real results of the experiment. It was mentioned earlier that 
the extreme si nificance faun • 
·., ... , .... ,.. ... ····;--···· ..,_....,,.._ . . -~.'"f"""'-'''""-~~-'li,&"~:, ... ;·:· '"_"·'····:.·-.. · .... , .... 
For this reason, one might expect each term containing either· of thf!se var-
- , -- ~ -~ , :.- r-. :.~;r·-h. , . . i~bles .. ~to als.o show significance.- Such a 'circumstance_:'~cl?~~/.-rfoftprov~ to 
• • .... ...:_\ "'(. 'L ' •• ~ 
. ~ -. 
. ~ 
.,, 
be the case, however, as a review of Table 8 will iunnediately reveal. In-
stead, the analyses show conflicting results foi= these interaction terms. 
"" In Set I, none of the interactions containing the variable speed, demon-
strates significance. Set II _contains one speed term showing significance, 
while there are three in the combined analysis. Why did this happen? 
degrees of freedom associated with the residua~ terms ~~re -~_lte~~?· These 
alterations were not uniform over the three analyses because they were 
made in direct proportion to the number of readings replaced in the indi-
vidual Sets. Would it make any difference if the degrees of freedom were 
;. 
. • ..,..iv 
' . 
r·. 
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results of the analyses modified ·as proposed above. The comparison at-
the bottom of Table 9 .indicates that a few chang't1s·"iire made in the riew ---
. , 
< . 
. . . ....... ----~----==·-·-=-·=-·=··=··---~-.--~-···='--1··-· 
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ana.lysis shows that four of the five terms contain-
" 
ing the speed variable now demonstrate significance. In both Set analyses· 
the -two speed interactions show significance. What aoes this mean· with 
·.~ regard to the initial analysis? . . -.... At first glance, the changes mean little, 
, ,,,. .J • .... ~ 
I. 
!/' . ' r . . ,· ,- • 
. 
. < )' ,. 
. ;:, 
./ ~ . . - "' since four ef the five changes ~J!<?~ ... :.~_;gn~J;i_9_an.ce :~~v.els ... of .. 5%, .. .thg .1n-in-i"-. ····<···--···~·--~ .. ~--- '-M~.,. :-:~:·.-'.·~=-: .. ~:--~~=~·:·~~:.;~-~~::~:-~~~:.~~~:·:·::~~~::·-~:-::-:····~·-: .... , -.... , :~ -"_": -~. ·:!. . -_ . . -~ . -~-: : : :-. H .. ·: ·::: - .... -- ... ". ···" ..... . . . --- -- . . ---- . -- -· --- -- .A - _v • - / • • -I · · -mum acceptable in this study. Th~ changes· do indicate clearly, however, 
that there ;_s _a, decided difference between the two sets, since none of the 
~ ~ 
-:,~ changes s,.hows complete agreement in the three analyses. This is . the 
second of the possibilities mentioned above. Please note, this new analy-
... ?, / . ~. 
, ' sis shows an interesting relationship betwee~ the variables, but cannot be 





made for the alterations made in the original data. One ~~y speculate as 
.to whether qr not this new analysis would_agree with a similar one done on 
unadju's ted data·-; · but can go no further·.:-7Wi th the readings taken in this ex-
periment. 
The third of the possibilities for the lack of agreement between 
analyses is that in one of the Sets there is a real influence on s--u~fa-ce 
' finish, caused by speed in conjunction with another.yariable. The real 
-
"· 
answer to the question of why ~he interaction te~~- _c:lo. nQt .... ag~ee_ ... w.o.ulq. .... , ... ---------·-------- .. ····----.. ·-····-.-- -·-·-· .. - -- --· - .. . ...........•... -- ... ·_ ... - . ~ - ,. . .. : .. . . . .. .. . . . - . . . ... - . . .. - . . ... . .. . ... .... . ..... . . . - - .. . . .. ... ····- .. ,., .. ·-······ -----···· ·- .· 
- '"' 
- - _'_ . -- -
- . : ..... ·--·-·---·--···· -· -· --~----··--p- . -·-- -
seem to be a combination of the latter two possibilities. The investi-ga-
. 
\ 
-- - ---- --~--~-------
- tion·'·of- the four :i.np·uts indicated that' there was a decided difference be-
tween the two, sets. An -inspection. of Table 6 reveals that there is an 
influence on surface finish caused by speed in combination with the other 
variables. 
·, In Set I, none of the two-way speed terms shows significance. This is 
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F. Lev. _ Val. 
-
2.50 0.01 2ol 
12.66 OoOOl 4o7 
5.01 OoOOl 4·. 7 




...... _,,_ ... ·-·· 
. ··." .,_ l!iia 
- -
) 
3.64 0.00-1 2.-7 
1.27 ) 
- -




D.F. CT) _ F. Lev. 
-
12 1.65 -




4 35.52 0.001 
4 68.94 OoOOl 
-~ . ·"·· i 3·2~55 OoOOl 
12 2.82 Oo05 
' .. 'I ' ~· 
12 1.3~4 
3 5.70 0.05 





I • Set II 
Val. D.F. Val. 
- 12 6.40 0.01 4.2 
• 3 3.90 0.05 -3.5 -
- 3 3ol6 -
9.ijO - 4 24000 0 .. 001 9.60 
---1-~.60~ -·- .4- 298~6. -· .... _ . -- -~--' -· ----- --· -. --- .... -----~-- . 
1.~.60 1 8004 0.05 4.8 
2.7· -12 · · - lo57 - - . 
-)''\ 
- 12 1.06 - -
3.5 3 2.71 
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, to be expected, c~lJ_ses no probl~ms., and will be left alone, lest it be dis-
turbed. Set II ddes n.ot agree with Set I with regard to the first th-re-e 
speed interaction terms. In the second Set, the results .show that speed, __ GI 
------- . - ·- -
- --- ---·- ... . 
_,.~------------'------. ----- ··---·--- -------------- - - ...... : ------ ------
when acting with feed, or vice versa, does have an additional effect on 
sur_face roughness. '.Note that the above relationship does not hold true in 
the combined ... analysis, an indication, that only in Set II, ... feed and speed, 
in combination, affect surface -finish. ' 
M < 
The lack of significance in the com-
- . ...,. .•• . ---~ ··- .................. · • ., •. . J{ ~ -~-· ·:·· ~ !.~. ..;_ .. ,_ -•. ~ .. --·· ., ..••. ,-·-·:··. ':· - .• -•- -·-······+·· -:. - : ..•...•. -··-·· - •.. - ..• - .. ;, ••••. , r• •' • 
. . 
' 





' bined analysis, also indicates· that the ~elatioriship Jound in Set II, although 
,,e 
..... 




What causes this result for Set II? Table 6 shows that in Set I, a 
general relationship between feed and speed does exist. !n]a majority of 
the cases, ~s the speed is increased, the surface .finish decreases. This 
relationship holds true for all of (the feeds~ In Set II, however, the same ' . ,, 
,,_- (/ 
-~C"'·-"·--•ec-·.,.-,~-"'''c,c,-"'",c,;:,~,~-''~···''" ·-·· c.,.·c:r..~l,~ .. tion~.biR. ,.Q.J>ce .. s, .no.t, ... hold. ,tt:.ue ..... for."'"the-~.,rf4.lllc.cc-l:ange,,J)f_,,_,fe.eAa,~~l!l_.tn~~-,!!r.,~~-·,~ .. ,,,A.,. ''·'.L:'~""-.-c ~,- .I 
. . , .. -;, .. 
--~:.!;:hree feed~,- the above relationship bolas true_. At a feed of 0.019 inches 
c-~ f.'J. .. 
A 
. -. • • 
. ' ~ 
. 
. 
· · ; pe~~inut_e ., however, the relationship begins to d~sappear. In the fina.1 
,,.,.. feed, 0.029 inches per revolution, the situation is completely reversed, .•. 
and the-- values of surface roughness increase as the speed· increases. This 
- reversal of trends is the reason that the speed-feed term shows significance 
) 
-in Set. II. The reader will notice that this significance does not hold 
true in the combined analysis. The reason· for. this is that the overwhelm-
- .A. .•... - -- -· -· . •. • .. .. •.... . -·- - -- . - - -- --.-;--~ .... ----·-.·--.'"--···············-··--·· ··- . 
ing part of the entire data shows no trend for the speed-feed combination. 
- "'-·.··' .... .,.., -·- -- ·--•,• .... . ... ,., 
Therefore, -the small _trend that was noted.in part of Set ll is cancelledt,y 
the.rest o.f Set II and· by all of Set I. 
The remainder o·f the combined analysis also disagrees with the two set 
analyses. In this instance, speed, when acting with tool position and re-
plication, is found to be significant.· It is interesting that this rela-
I. 
·····. ,-. ,.),, ..... _ 
,(.. 
,..; ·--·· • ,,.,.,_ •• ; • • ••• 
....... • ,K 
., 
-· .-- -·- --~ .. , ,.-
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., 
.. . .. -· .. ---·-.. · ...... - ... .. --.-l tionship is ·found, slrice· neither tool po:siti9n nor replic.a't:i.on was.· found 
'7 •, ~ 
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,~ be indiv~ually s.igni,ficant. . . u The answer to this- oceurren-ee is not· too:. --- - -~·--=~-·:-:~-·~- ~} 
,. '.~, 
i 
In the first case, ·the amend- ~ 
~---' •' ,: ~- ·'1 ·'. " 
---:J - --1 
... 
-obvious, ·-but ·can be- drawn out of t.he data. 
f ed analysis, Table II 9, also shows significance for this interaction in __ ---··- .... J 
••-·••••••f ,•f• •••-•- •,··,,,.,-·•• c-,•· .,,.., -•~'•'"•••'"•••'•••••·~-----~,, .... ,,•-·••,••<•• ~-,··---·••••••·• •• ,, ,,,, ••·•·-,,, '"''"•••"•·•-~•••••·-"·,,• ... ,,.,,-,•wW•<"••••·--•••-• .. --,' ---·-~·-----~-M---.-
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Set II.· For this reason, it may be advantageous to first look at the 
second ~et. The data shows that in each case the value for the tool in 
£ 








~-· - ··- ..... ,~-~··· --· ... -· ,- - ·-,·- .. ~- -- ... 
• • . .. \ ' - .. ~. . . -
position. In fact, the situation is reversed/ 
~?/' 
"·In Set: I, there is :ilso a 
slight -trend in the speed-tool position relationship. The reader will see 
that the exact reverse of what occurs in Set II, happens in Set I.· Both 
of these trerids are slight' and only one even shows ~µP in the. revised analy-
sis~ Nevertheless, when the two sets are combined, the trends seem addi-












. ' - '. 
· action, not found to be strong in the individual analyses, to become signi-
ficant in the combined study. 
Finally, the speed an_d replication term also shows significance. Once 
again the individual analyses did not indicate that the combination contri-
buted significantly to the measured value~ of surface finish. What is more 
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. -· _,!'. ' . 
does not show, significance in either of the Setso Obviously, there is again 
... 
.. an additive effect present to a· minor degree in each of tl'-ie sets, which 
shows its influence only when the sets are combined'. The· rea-der should 
note that this interaction shows significance only at_the 5%, or the'mini~ 
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monstration of s~gnificanc~ to be-·~false than for the other sour~es with 
......... .,......._ 
------ . - . . -------- ·-.,,.......-. 
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~~--P'·-~-·=-----___ ~-- ~h-i.-gher .. -eonf.iden.ce··lev&l-s-.~~I~ ---4ees---~ s-eem,,---hawever·, ·that~ th±s··is ··the·---·-- -<"c------~- ·- ---~--
¥ 
. . ' 
. 
. ' ' . q 
T·-- _, ... ····· ·casefn this.study.··.'the above·sta.teme'llt may be m~re conjecture~fat't, 
•·•• • --4-••••-.:- ·-••· • •-
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'•( 
. but no evidence is offered which indicates that the reverse is true. A. 
0 ~~~-~~~~-~~~le~r~o£t~-•~d~~w~~~~~~±~~~~~c~~~~~~~~~~~:~:=~ 
the implied relationship • 
. , 
It should be noted, at this tim:f that there was a definite purpose I 
· for sep-arating the variab.le ~'replication'' .. from the other ·yariables. _F~r-st, +------'--· ---~ .cs,· .. ~·-·= .. ··, ,-,-.,.-.r• .. , ·-- ... ,, •'· ·,····. 
,-.. -- -- ""T - ..... ,. ! ' , - . - . . 
-(L 
•'•"''--•'- •• _, .. :.,_ .. ,. _:,,; ,! 
V . 
' ·,.• ... , , ·;" ., , •··' •. •" ~ ,• ' n' ,., ,.,.,., ... , ,., •. • ~ ' . .,, • _, •• •n ••: =-,~.,-,., ... ··41··••··•·- ""'"" ·•·."" •" ,,,,, o,' ., •.. 
there was the possibility _that it could be used as the ei;ror_ term. In· 
. . 
position interaction becomes the basis of comparison, and replication is 
(3) 
significant in each Set. The. second reason f.or separating the replication 
term is to see what the rest of the experiment looks like with it set a-
side. For these reasons, no further detailed_ explanation of the terms in-
volving replication will be given. 
. . . . ·~ . 
- . 17' • .• _... .•., - -., •• 
+ 
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-,- -·-·· ..... ------------·:·-.. -------·The:r·e ·ar·e s'till ~-fhree;·--two compon·ent interactions which have. not been 
. ~ :\ . .-. ...:.. - I' -. 
discussed. None of these agrees comp let.~ly through the· three· separate 
. 
analyses, but two of them do seem to demonstrate the cancellation of ef-
fects. In the first case, the feed and tool interaction, significance is 
I 
I_. 
shown in both set analyses, but it disappears in the combined analysis. 
\ ' 
-The possibility that the significant effects are· the reverse of each other 
. l 
! 
- . ____ l 
- 1 j . is further enhanced by the fact that the identical .Pattern is seen in the . ) 
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' revised analysis. The extreme value of significance found for the indivi- .............. . 
... __ / 
dual variables Jnay. have some carry~_Q_Yer. in the i.f!t~rac~ion, ~u. .. t. t.his 
• 
• • ,.. • •• J .... " -· .... '"' • , •• • • ~- • ' • • : _. . . .,~·, ._ .. , - ·-,-. ~- -·- ··-
would not conform to the definition of intera~tion give_n earlier in this 
(3) For a complete analysis without replication set aside, see: · 
Heist, H.H., ~1hitehouse, G.E., ·and Young, J. 0An Inv:estigation 
of the Effect of Using an Inverted Tool in Turning" on file 
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both of the.Sets, the va.lues for the first.two_f.e.eds·a:refair:I.y well 
. ..----~-------· 
- ----- .,.--~- ,__ - - ------ --·-- -----·-·- ----·- - --- . -------- - . ---- ~ -- ----~ ·-··~----- ~· - -~ ' -~- -- ---·--- --·- - ~-~· - --rl-. 
===--_~-~=~-=-~-~--~~---==--··--·-mixed·-·wftli __ r.egard to which tool position yields tJle higher or. lower-value. 
As the feeds increase, however, this does not remain the case. In the 
.• two.highest feeds in Set I, the inverted tool shows the lowest value each 
'-' 
time_. _ -In Set II, the opp..osite is true.- It would seem that. this is a 
.. - . . ·. ~ -
. ... f I; 
;.1 
·c--=¥ 
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. . .. · func;tion of tool position and fee~, and is not c_hange·d byi- replication~. -;,, · 
-·····"'··-·· ·"' ., .... ,_' .. '"'·······- .-- .......... , ...... ,• ....... :··--· ,.., .. ---...... .,... - ~ ........ . 
There a-te four sources of variance-"which have not yet beeri,. discussed. 
These are the three-fac_t9r in_teraction terms, and they are very difficult 
.to picture. In two of the terms, come.lete agreement is found between th.e 
, three analyses. In the ·other two cases, there appears to be one example 
of additive effects, and one of cancelling effects. Because of the di£ fi-
/ 











cul ty invo 1 ved in visua 1 izing these j_JJ..~-~r_ac ~i~n~_,. ____ aI)Q _ .s inc.e r:~hr~-fac~o:r. .. ~"· ~~ ··· ·-- ----· ~·-· ~-- · ··· ., ... --~l 
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,:...~ . .,;:.·.,·:------:--:) ... ,.. .. _,,._ . .,.,. .. ·--~ :-"'·~,- •_--.,- :'"" ··--· ' 
'. I 
I 
~--. - -"-·'• .,.,. __ ,_.,_ ... -. ............. · 
"", · . ., 
. t 
. 
interactions are normally relegated. to posi>tJ.ons of minor importance, this· 
- ?---~?! ) 
··· I ' . 
writer will· not disc'1,ss each term_ incl._~vigµally. Instead, it will be suffi-




First, two of the terms show no significance in any of the analyses. 
Both of these terms contain the variables speed· and :rep_lication. In two 
minimum considered, and no reasons for the significance were found. There 
- -·--~o-. . -
is no apparent reason why either of. these three-way in~eractions should 
i, prove to be signifi~~nt, and theoretically, the term should not show a 
. 

























. -~---·-·,.-., .. ~,·--·-·' -·. ""'J " ...... - .... -- .... --~~--· ., .... -· ·- - ....-..-,-.,,..,.,,_._-._ . -. .-:~J 
This could almost be taken to mean that these_ three vari-
...... 
-~-·--'-ft 
----- ---- - - - --- - - ---- - - -- ---- - --- ~-~-' 
---· ... ---··· ------------ ··--------~---· 
--------'--'------s-ec·oiia--l:enii~---·sp-eed-:-Eo-oI ___ iiosi-tion-~rep lica tion,. the above is not the case. . 
-----· · -~---·~-·- -- · 'I'he ,·'F" ratio values observed are, however, much lower than the values 
,, 
found in the tables. ' 
' ,, 
Secondly, the two remaining terms show exactly opposite resultt-'· In. 
r' 
. .. -·· ~" -· ...... /"., .: . t . one·. case j· tl-1.e sourc·e, contain-ing. sp~e·ed ,e~·eed, a~d tool ._Po.Si tioG-, shows-·-·s·ig---,.'.-'"'=---,,L ___ ~._~,;..:: 
._ ,,. ... ,,. '. .. ,•; 
. _'."·'"'·).\'", ..;.; - . - .. 
:.J· • 
' Note~-that this· was also the case .,.,. ,-.,~=c·-~--r-- . ~~ 
in the~eed and tool-position·interaction, but is the exact oppos~te of· the·· 
feed-tool p(?sition interaction. Once again, there is no easily recognizable 
reason ·for this demonstra·tion of significance. The level shown is only 5%, 
which was the minimum level that was considered. The reader s~ould, 
fore in all of the sources of variance. It is interesting to note that in 
both of t:he~e cases,· the variable speed is present. It is very possible 
that the spee~ variable is the major contributor to the combination. It 
is impossible to prove whether or not the above is true, but the possibil-
ity of its truth is excellent. In the second case, there seems to be a 
cancellation of significant effects. This same pattern has been found in 
,.,, •·•• o·•••••• ,. .. --• 0 • •••••»- '"""•" ,•••-••• •<• o• • •- •• •--- • - • '-••·- • ••H• ~ •• • ••"' ••- '•• •- • 0 0 . .,.. • - -
- - ••.•• •«•- "•• ••- • - •• • •• • • • 
/ 
·• 
_______ .. _________________ . ---,--- _____ ,_£.our; previous cas_e.s ___ • ____ : ____ N_g_t_~----~-h~-~---·--!~-- each of the four cases, ~~.!:---~-~E.!..~_p_J_~-~---------·--·-----C-----·--·--·-1 
" _,_,,--..,,..,.,,.,,.~ _u_,.,. ___ -----.-... •••·~~----.. -•.-,•~.--···~- ---,--,•~- -~---_,,_....., ~-,,.....-
-- -- t.··---- ,. - ----- - . --- -
··Q. 
tool and/or replication are found. Also,·. in one of le four terms, the var_; 
iable tool position is fo.und. It is interesting to note that only these 
1 three variflbles, singularly or in combination, are in sources which follow j 
the cancellation pattern. It is not possible to define exactly the causes 
·" 
of this pattern, but there is an excellent chance that the two variables 
tool-position and replication are the chief influences. 
I ~-
. . 
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In light of the stated purposes of th~s thesis, the r.esults must be--
,""!:: ti 
• • - -•---- -•••••• ----~~---·~- .. •~•• , .. ~ .......... ,~ ... ,h. '""•• L,.,,U._. ........... J,~" '-"'--~>.>, • • 
. - - - 'i. . . -- - . -
. 
considered primarily negative in natur.~_. This does not mean that ·a great - - - ff 








\ ,, ~ sis. 
... 
What is true, however, is the fact no really positive statements 
can be made~about the advantages or dijadvantages of usin$ an inverted 
-~ 
n 









i tool in a· turning operation. There are many factors in the experiment . l 
(' ., • ,, • 11 
i !,ii 
-· ! ' ··-~- . ·-·--"""" .... -~------•;·-- ..... , ........... _· . -. . .' .. - .. . . --. --- ....... -- .................... , ..... ···--·----. ---·-- --~--------.--- . --· .. --.. ·-"'t"··--"·' _..,_,.: ~ .......... -.-- ........ , ............. • -----~·"";~.;.-cc,,,;;;-·;,.,·-.,-,,- •• '1P'•":=::r4.-,,·,.-,,• .. ~- ·'77~- ·=····~·,""""'··"11!1." ....... ,-"'.~ 
--~----,,,
0 
.. ~-----·-·------- /which lead this writer ~to believe tha·t-- th~ que:s'<;'tion h~ not'~~een fully .... · 
- -- • ·· --.. ~ ·:,jir··' ,-" ·,.-,..-_le ·c·.· • s·'·· .. . ·--, ·- .-•- - " 
... 
/ 
1,..,.., ....... ~'' 
answered. 
J.. ·. • • 






and should be clear to the reader. There are, however, a few concrete re-
sults which can, and should, ·be extracted from the study • 
. -1 
First, there is a definite difference between the two Sets. This 








. :difference. was -rea-l,- and ha~. a· marked- -eff_ec~-·- ·.·.ii- fs.,ba-rd, however'. if:· not"·'·"'· ···=-<.C...-.;~ •. -.c·"--:_'~ i 
. . . ,. . 
impossible, to deterllline wh~ther or not the removal of the Set differential 
. 
would have an appreciable effect on the actual results of this experiment. 
The basis ot-. this observation is the fact that there ·-seems to be some dis-
1 




this writer that the Set differentials were caused by either the mixing of 
t ···-·. - ·-··-···--·-···. ·······--·-····-······------------·········---------





-, f . 
The sections used were from the same heat, and all gave the~ same Brinell 
Hardness Y:~!~~~. _Th~r~ !$, however, no guarantee that the mi~:,;c.,_-$ truc~µ:t'~_ 
.rt" /"~/ 
of the metal was constant throughout -each piece, le-t alone the entire heat. 
It is very possible that ~he Set differentials are due entirely to the ~y-
sical differences between the bars. There is also a second possible cause 
• I - ·--··· ----~ ' N·-·--··-· ----
.. ·I ! ,, 
. I • 
I 
42. ' ., ; 
' .; 
- ______________ _: ________ , ___ -- , ... - ---'---~-
__ · -·=::._-----~-- ---~---~ f--~~~~---[~_f{~~-~l'l~~~:-J~~ tw~en·-·--the -se·t~--· ____ ... This __ .i.s __ ba~_.;d_~:on_--~he .... cons ide-ra-ti-on 








chance tn~t bar diameter has a real effect· on the surface finish of the } 
piece. ~-;~ere does not, however, seem eto be any accepted t.heory which· 
' would indicate that this·· is true when the differences are· as small as ., 
' fou.nd in this experiment. Either one of these reasons, or a combination 
of the two, should be the cause (s) of the Set differentials. 
.. 
' -- ···----·--- -····--------. 
l 
~ ' J 
~- •. .l, _ ;·· •.• !@~-OJ>.~ly 1 -~ th¢i_t! W.-~,re .t1'~, ~~~~-ted resu! ~s. co~c.errin.g_ the va~i-a_~if!J . ~ ... ,, ....... ------~'--···--···---- ~-----~ ~ f ~ ... 
l -;· •. 
· ~ · , .. .,: .'-lff · 'feed li~d speed. As was e~lain~d-earlier, these two quantitie~ are ~ 
. . ~ 
.. 
normally conl:rolled to give a desired surface finish. The fact that the 
feed variable was so overwhelmingly significant is not surprising, but 
may bave had some adverse effects on the experimental results. In the . c.. 
..,.., 
discussion of this variable, ·it was pointed out that the sum of squares 
"' c "' 
i · around feed was exceedingly large., It is not a particularly good situa-
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· -.. There is a good chance that the magnitude of the feed variable served to 
• !' 
. ~mpen the effects of the .other vari~ble·s. - This is especially. true in the ·./ .. 
interaction terms. The fact that the most significant effects due to 
feed changes were found in the higher feeds makes the inclusion of the 
' high feeds even more undesirable than originally expected. These readings 
were, however, a part of the original experimental design,· and deserved to 
be included in the analysis of the experiment. 
_______________________________________ _ 
--····--·----------··-· ... - -----··------------ - - - - -····-······--·-·········---·-······---····---·-·········- .. ---·········-······- --·-··········· 
.......................... ·- .... \. .. 
Thirdly, some interesting patterns were developed in the interaction 
. <(,! 
terms. The.additive and cancelling effects found in these terms are quite 
in-teresting, in spite of the known Set differentials. Theadditive effe-cts, 
especially, indicate that there is a large degree of similarity between the 
< • Sets in some respects. Whether or not these effects ·would be found in two 
Sets initially considered to be alike is impossible to say at this time.-
It is the opinion of this writer that there would be similar, if not ident!-
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. ' ., . :.. . 
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' t 
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Nevertheless, the reader must be · car_e_fq_l ___ !!~t to confuse effects· genera_ted 
• . . _ ""."~----.,___,.._· .. ~:;._-::~~,:"..:..".Y·\.~"1';-~-... _~..,..--~--·---.---:--.-------:~'--_·-~·---.!--· ....... ,_-,._~,__,_.,.,....,_,.,;_. ------····- .... .... . 
~--~-- ----- ~- - ~---- -- __ .. __ ·-·· ----- --
- ; -~~ by the order of the data, and those generated by the data in' its entirety. 
,inally, the.~eader s~ould not be overly influenced by the term,(s) 
. 











I· this variable was given in Chapter 3, and must be accepted at face value. 
It is very important that this· variable be_ accepted as minor, and that 
l 
·---. .. .......... - -.. ; ·:t 
\ 
J 
~.-· ...... --·- ----·-· 
,,. 
more attention be focused on the other sources. The 'main effe_ct o..~ -~ri~g-. 
,_ .. }-' 
'~ 
~ 
. ing out -this 'variable ·was -the further ·refinement. of the' sources containing 
' , \ 
. the three major, ·variabl~s. .. ln th.is man~er' the. ,analyst was able to see '~ 
the real effects attributable to the input variables and their contribu-
tions ~to the total experiment. 
In conclusion, the reader should be aware that'"thi-s .experiment has 
more than just passing value. There are some results which se~e only to 
i . 
·-· ~.,,.~,.~~-~"----- ._ ........ , .... --·~.~ ... ".'ui.n,f9~c~ the classic theories of metal cutting-. These concern the effect _ . 
-. .... ·,-:..;..,. ,_, ..... -.-, 7l".'), 'I j'.7',,. ... ,,,r <7',,, ':(·,~, C,i",,.~".""'~~~:"'.;"".~~,~,.u~ ... ,~,~~.,."~''~''~' .. ,.,,.,.,~,,. .. ~·,,•~~•=• .. •• .. J~.«•••:.:.::<_•-~~ ,, •· :::-:--:-:, •. ,.-,, :.·_.:;_.,,> ,,,., •''•'' -:.:: 






of speed and feed changes. Other results should bring to the reader's mind 
other questions which were not answered in th~ experiment, Finally, the 
rea.der's interest as to the precise analysis of .the data should be aroused. 
Many assumptions, conditional manipul~tions, and freedoms~were taken with 
this data. The validity of each deviation from standard procedure was 
taken as a matter of course by this writer. The final chapter of th.is 
thesis is devoted to suggestions ... for further study. These may .. b~ Elcc:~p t~~ 
; 
or_rejected by the reader, as·he likes, but are the results of personal ex-
4, '«I> 
perience and seem s?und to . the writer. . . "·· - .. 
. ·'it. 
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If 
r In. Chapter 4, it was ment:ioned that_ this study should have brought 
forth many questions to the reader's mind. This is no less true for · 
•• ''"" •·•.•••··-•••'•••·'•·•-•-•-,<'·,,,.,•••••co••·-"""""",.,.,,. •. •••>,••••••"''''' •• ,,,••·-···•. ••• '"' "'"""•" •••••••••- •. • ,-- • •-••·,,•,.--• ••-• . •--• ·•• • •• 
the·--·wr1ier than the readE!~. The qu~~-t:l-~~;- -in the writer's mind may be =-····. 
. more apt to be prefixed with ''What if", but the, rest of the··-question 
should be similar to that of the reader. For thi.~. reason, Chapter 5 is 
..•.•.. , .... ··- ..._.,. -·_'1,,.i - - . .... . . . ......... ,__,,. ........... ,._.,., ., ,_ .. ( ;. . ~ .. 
-· --,~»- . 
" 
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...,, These questions will be in statement or topic form, but are never-
theless subjects in which the writer has a vital interest. 
1. The experiment should be re-designed, and expanded in scope. 
There were several fa·ctors, mentioned in Chapter· 2, which made this 
experiment incomplete in its design and scope. First, it was the ques-
__ ,! ... _,. 











elude actual measurements of the forces involved. Seco~d, human error," 
considered constant, undoubte~ly had some effect on the experimental re-· 
. "':"' 
' sults. To correct this situation, a mechanical trace of the generated 
surfaces, combined with a graphical representation of the surface should 
. be used to determine the real value of surface roughne_ss. Thirdly, equal 
speed changes should be used. To accomplish this, a mod if ica tion of the 
. l 
i·,~~ t.,. · standard lSthe would be required. 
. i 
~ 
---- ---, -. - --- . l Equa 1 steps __ in .. speed _____ changes __ wo~ld.., , · .-:· __ :~:-~_::~: .. ::=:_~::.~-=~---~--------:---+ 
however, be very helpful to the analy,~~ ... :.:F;~urth, the bar should be sup-
I "I 
... 
















support of -this free end would remove- the chances of extreme chatter. 
Finally, the replications should be changed. No effort was made to take 
( .. -· 
readings for specific combinations of feeds and speeds at different points 
along the bar. There may be a hidden ~£feet within the data used in this 
-~---------------- . ---,.-- ···-·'----------------------- ·- , . 
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.. By taking readings f()t each comb~nation at· every- tested poin-t----along the ----~-------··· -·---;. 
.. bar, th&. loca.tional differential would be eliminate4. 
. ' 
2. The data used in this study should be further modified, and re;. 
• 
0 
--·analyzed • · · ·--· · · · ·· -···· - ·- · - · _- · · -- · · ·· · · · ··· · 
i\ 










tions used in the exp.eripient were include~ in the analysis. In Chapters I 
. r 1 
--. ~ . -·_-· ··:~ .. ;-·-·--~---: ___ ;_,_~,-'-r-,,·--···--·~----·J·. "and-~4-t i~w.as m@0t,iGR86· that ·the- inclusi6flS (), .. -the·,qu,s-tt~nab-1--e· feeds ... ----:··-···--:L:·:~-.... ~-:;----~~.1·< 
.· . 
. - - '~ 
. .. , 
. ./_ ~ .. / .... · ... ·_ I' 
-
. .... . --.,- ........ •,-· .. , .:· . . :: .... .: .. 
. . 
and · speeds ma_y have 1adve-rsely affect~d the results. For th'ls ,reason it 
may be advantageous to divide the data ·into parts, and·· compare the re-
.P 
sults found for ea·ch part.· The natura1·· division would be to discard the 
· two lowest speeds, and -separate the three low feeds from the two high 
feeds. It is very possi'ble that the variables have different ~ffects in " 
finishing feeds than in roughing feeds. 
3. A similar experiment should be run using High Speed Steel tools. 
' 
~·. 1;_ 1_ .• 1 ;. _ 1 ....... _ ~.- ,_,, , • ,.,, ..... ~h, ,.. ~)! -..J - .... '.. -~J: .... 1.:.4, ,J',., ............ _.;;,._•.__.,, - .,.i_ · -.t.,~<.;;_ ...... Cit .... 1-f:: , ': . .- •. \£ ·. "" -~-, .. .',,~-.. ~ ... ~ ,._ _ L. - \._,. :-;;-:,~-:--:-;r.--:;-:-r-·:~-:-;:-;-"':""""',7-Z--~:1--~~-'."t3."~:.=.;_.;;'i~:_'=:°11:r-rr::-.!':-r:·""."""'."~"""""":'~1':~'""'.;Ir7"T~-:-•-i:t~~~(.--:y, .. --;-:;.~~~/-,......._~:.-::7:-. . ... ·~ .... ~. ..-.-.A .-:-~-~-:~·m.:'.'T7z.:-l-;:---;:::-:-':::°"~~-- ., -.. w .--· ·, ........ -~- - ..... -.. ~.- . .,..:,, ,. . .,..," .. "" ........ --- . -· ~-'"· . 
'l'he, use of H. -s. s. tools would allow the experi~enter to- rea·listi-· 
'. , ,. .... .. 
... ~ . . . 
~- ' 
cally, measure tool wear. Since· tool wear has a real effect on surface 
finish, it would be worthwhile to be able to get an accurate measurement 
of this quantity. There is also a possibility that H. S.S. tools would 
show completely different results than those found for the carbide in-
serts. One fact should be mentioned in connection with this suggestion. 
. I 




duplicate the tool geometry of the original tool. Also, the researchers 
... . ' .., 
should be careful to positively control tool over-hang. 
I . 4. An experiment should be designed utilizing the reversal of the 
direction of rotation. 
In the experiment discussed in this paper, the inversion of the tool 
was accomplished by using the rear tool position on the lathe. The direc--
. . __ ,' -~-. 
- .. -~ 
I 
. .-
- - - - - -·-. ·--·--··---·---
' -- .. ~ . 
46. 
'. 
-·-- . ~ ______ -_- -· ---.~. ___ . __ ----~-l!l_~ 
·--'-----~~~ --- --··.,--·:--~~ - . 
< . 
. . .,. . 
..... .. .. t_ion o.f rotation remained- constant thi::oughout this experiment. Since the 
···- . . . . . - ... -
direction of feed was a·lso the same ·for both· tool pos'i tions','· t~10· right-
. It' .J. 
handed tool holders were us.ed. If the direction of rotatio~ were changed 
front (or rear) tool post, one right~hand and one left-hand tool holder 
would be required·. "The use of· the front tool post only, is more 
···· ···.for·shop use-, with ~egard. to normal.lathe usa.ge. 
~ 5. This same data should be re-analyzed by.a different method. 
...., .. 'ti 
. , 
. .. ·- ·-- ~--... ... . - .. ~ ..... 
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/' ! 
• I 
. ·-·-······----,. -......... . ............. L. . ' - . 
I·t was mentioned earlier that one particularly useful form of analy-
~ ... --l\. 
sis may have been advanced curve fitting. There may also be o~her types of 
analysis which would bring out the information found in this report in a 
different manner. 
6 •. An experiment should be designed to particularly single out the 
causes of the Set differentials. 
~ '\,., 
) 
. , .. ~·. 
. . ' 
l 
• .. ~77~-~~,-~;~~~4~-g.-~=~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-==~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~=~~~~=~~=~===-=-•=~~=T~~~~~~---=~~~~~~~~TI=~~=~~=~-4•---d••- ,i 
j 
In Chapter 4, it was mentioned that one possible cause of the Set 
~- . " . . , ... 
differential was the differences in the initial diameters ·o;f, the- bars. 
The testing of this theory should be an interesting and valuable experiment. 
By designing an experiment, using one or both of the tool positions, which 
uses different R.P.M. and bar diameters to produce the same speed values, 
one should·be able to fu!ly answer this question. 
··--···· ·-··-- ·········· ................ -2 ................... ··- ... •· .... ·-·-· ·-··-· ·····--·· ··-··· ···-·······- - -........... ,; .. ·-··-•-'····--·· .. '"'""''"'··-· --........ ··-·········-~ ········-···-···········-... ·- -·- -··· .... -..... - ......... .. 
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1. S of Ind. Squares 
• 1,236,314 I- x2 f y2 
. .. . . . . . 2 2.. . . . J 
~-.•c. = :,~=c,-.,-,,,¥.-~~QW .J.2~~-~--~8-t-mtnct-tSJTyTX rt+ ..... ~L ___ ,: 
III. S Col. Totals (Sq.) • 1/4 (5,055,666 I- 592x I- 480y I x2; y2) 
:":'.· 
IV S Obs. Squared : , l/20(x2 f y2 /. 2xy /. 7592x /. 7592y) 
-· 
·_ ... .-.,. 
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= 24x /. 2y - 3048 = g 12x I- y = 1524 
ax 




= 24y I- 2x - 2136 = 0 l2y ~ X • 1068 
ax 
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143y 
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III s Col. Totals (Sqd)-. 1/8 (x2 I- 2xy I- 740x /. 700y) 
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